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We often ask for the opinion of a group of individuals. How strongly does the scientific
community believe that the rate at which sea levels are rising increased over the last 200
years? How likely does the Monetary Policy Committee of the Bank of England think it
is that there will be a recession if the country leaves the European Union? How confident
is the scholarly community that William Shakespeare wrote Hamlet? Suppose you ask me
one of these questions, and I respond by listing, for each member of the group in question,
the opinion that they hold on that topic. I list each scientist in the scientific community, for
instance, and I give their credence that sea level rise accelerated in the past two centuries.
By doing this, I may well give you enough information so that you can calculate the answer
to the question that you asked; but what I give you does not amount to that answer. What
you were asking for was not a set of credences, one for each member of the group; you were
asking for a single credence assigned collectively by the group as a whole. What is this group
credence? And how does it relate to the individual credences assigned by the members of
the group in question?
In this paper, I’d like to explore a novel argument for a familiar partial answer to the
latter question. In particular, given a group of individuals, I’d like to say that any account
of how we aggregate the credences of those individuals to give the credences of the group
must have a particular property — the group credences should be a weighted average of the
individual credences. Now, a weighted average is sometimes called a linear pool, and this
constraint on the aggregation of credences is usually called linear pooling. I will not have
much to say about how we should set the weightings when we first take our linear pool
of the individual credences. But I will have something to say about how those weightings
should evolve as new evidence arrives. I will also have something to say about the two
standard objections to linear pooling as a constraint on the aggregation of credences.
1 Group opinions and group knowledge
Before I present my argument, I’d like to say a little more about the first question from above.
This was the more ontological of the two. It asked: What is a group credence? Indeed, it
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turns out that there are at least two different notions that might go by that name. I will
be concerned with the notion of a group credence function at a time as a summary of the
credal opinions of the individuals in the group at that time. But we might also think of the
notion of a group credence function at a time as a summary of the potential knowledge that
is distributed throughout the credal opinions of the individuals in the group at that time.
Let’s see these different notions in action. Suppose two historians, Jonathan and Josie, are
researching the same question, but in two different archives. Both know that there may be
a pair of documents, one in each archive, whose joint existence would establish a controver-
sial theory beyond doubt. Jonathan finds the relevant document in his archive, but doesn’t
know whether Josie has found hers; and Josie finds the relevant document in her archive,
but doesn’t know whether Jonathan has found his. Indeed, each assigns a very low credence
to the other finding their document; as a result, both have a very low credence in the contro-
versial theory. According to the first notion of a group credence function as a summary of
the credal opinions of the group’s members, the group credence in the controversial theory
should remain low. After all, both members of the group assign it a low credence. However,
according to the second notion of a group credence function as a summary of the knowledge
that is distributed throughout the credal opinions of the individuals in the group, the group
credence in the controversial theory should be high. After all, between them, they know that
both documents exist, and they both agree that this would give extremely strong evidence
for the controversial hypothesis.
These two notions of a group credence function are not independent. It seems natural to
think that we arrive at the second sort of group credence function — the sort that summarises
the knowledge distributed throughout the group — as follows: we take the credences of each
of the members of the group; we let them become common knowledge within the group;
we allow the members of the group to update their individual credences on this common
knowledge; and then, having done this, we take the first notion of a group credence function
— that sort that summarizes the credal opinions of the individuals in the group — with these
updated individual credence functions as its input. That is, group credences as summaries of
distributed potential knowledge are simply summaries of the opinions of the individuals in
the group once those individuals are brought up to speed with the opinions of the other individuals.1
Thus, once Jonathan learns that Josie has very high credence that the relevant document
from her archive exists, and once Josie learns that Jonathan has very high credence that the
relevant document from his archive exists, they will both update to a high credence that
both documents exist, and from there to a high credence that the controversial theory is
true. Taking a summary of those updated credences gives us a high group credence that
the controversial theory is true — and of course that is the correct summary of the potential
knowledge distributed between Jonathan and Josie.
Throughout, I’ll be interested in the first sort of group credence function. That is, I’ll
be concerned with defending a norm for group credences understood as summaries of the
1Of course, much thought has been given to how you should respond when you learn of someone else’s
credences; this is the focus of the peer disagreement literature. For accuracy-based analyses of this problem, see
(Moss, 2011; Staffel, 2015; Levinstein, 2015; Heesen & van der Kolk, 2016). Also, if the members of the group
share the same prior probabilities, Robert Aumann’s famous Agreement Theorem shows that there is just one
rational way for members of the group to respond—they must all end up with the same credence function once
they have updated on the common knowledge of one another’s posterior probabilities (Aumann, 1976). Thus,
in such a case, there will be no disagreement to resolve. But of course there are many cases in which things are
not so simple, because the members of the group do not share the same priors.
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opinions of the individuals in the group.
2 Linear pooling
Having pinned down the notion of group credence function that will concern us here, let me
introduce an example to illustrate the account of group credence functions that I will defend
here, namely, linear pooling. Adila, Benicio, and Cleo are climate scientists. They all have
opinions about many different propositions; but all three have opinions about the following
proposition and its negation: The sea level rise between 2016 and 2030 will exceed 20cm. We’ll
call this proposition H; and we’ll write H for its negation. The following table gives the
credences that Adila (crA), Benicio (crB), and Cleo (crC) assign to the two propositions:
crA crB crC
H 0.2 0.4 0.5
H 0.8 0.6 0.5
But what credences does the group, Adila-Benicio-Cleo, assign to these two propositions?
There are two standard proposals in the literature: linear pooling and geometrical pooling. On
both, each member of the group is assigned a real number as a weighting—thus, we might
let αA be Adila’s weighting, αB for Benicio, and αC for Cleo. We assume that these weightings
are non-negative real numbers; and we assume that they sum to 1.
According to linear pooling, the group credence in a particular proposition is given by
the relevant weighted arithmetic average of the individual credences in that proposition. For
instance,
CrLP(H) = αAcrA(H) + αBcrB(H) + αCcrC(H) = 0.2αA + 0.4αB + 0.5αC
So, for example, if each weighting is the same, so that αA = αB = αC = 13 , then
CrLP(H) = (0.2× 13 ) + (0.4×
1
3
) + (0.5× 1
3
) ≈ 0.37
and
CrLP(H) = (0.8× 13 ) + (0.6×
1
3
) + (0.5× 1
3
) ≈ 0.63
More generally:
Linear Pooling Suppose:
• G is a group of individuals;
• the credence functions of its members are cr1, . . . , crn;
• cri is defined on the algebra of propositions Fi;
• the credence function of the group is CrG;
• CrG is defined on the algebra of propositions F = ⋂ni=1 Fi.
Then there should be real numbers α1, . . . , αn ≥ 0 with ∑ni=1 αi = 1 such that
CrG(−) =
n
∑
i=1
αicri(−)
If this holds, we say that CrG is a weighted (arithmetic) average or mixture or linear
pool of cr1, . . . , crn.
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Notice that, if the individuals’ credence functions are probability functions, then so is any
linear pool of them. We will assume throughout that the individuals’ credence functions are
indeed probability functions. And we will assume that each of the set of propositions Fi on
which cri is defined is finite — thus, F = ⋂ni=1 Fi is also finite.
What’s so bad about a group credence function that is not a mixture of the individual
credence functions held by the members of the group? That is, what is so bad about violating
Linear Pooling? And what’s so good about CrLP? Roughly, our answer will be based on the
following pair of claims:
(I) If CrG is not a mixture of cr1, . . . , crn, then there is an alternative group credence func-
tion Cr∗G such that, by the lights of each member of the group, the expected epistemic
value of Cr∗G is strictly greater than the expected epistemic value of CrG
(II) If CrG is a mixture of cr1, . . . , crn, then there is not even an alternative group credence
function Cr∗G whose expected epistemic value is at least that of CrG by the lights of each
member of the group.
Consider, for instance, the candidate group credence function CrABC that assigns 0.1 to H
and 0.9 to H. It is not a linear pool of crA, crB, and crC. What is wrong with it? Well,
according to this argument, the following is true: there is some alternative group credence
function Cr∗ that Adila, Benicio, and Cleo all expect to do better than Cr. And Cr∗ is itself
a linear pool of crA, crB, and crC. And there is no alternative group credence function Cr′
that Adila, Benicio, and Cleo all expect to do better than Cr∗. In the next few sections, we
make this more precise. We start, in section 3, by making precise how we measure epistemic
value. Then, in section 4, we make precise why the claim just stated would, if true, establish
Linear Pooling as a rational requirement; and we observe that a precise version of that claim
is true. Finally, in sections 5 and 6, we address two common objections to Linear Pooling
— it does not preserve probabilistic independences; and it does not commute with Bayesian
conditionalization.
3 Epistemic value and accuracy
The account of epistemic value that I favour is monistic. That is, I think there is just one
fundamental source of value for credences. Following James M. Joyce (1998) and Alvin
Goldman (2002), I take the epistemic value of a credence to be its accuracy. A credence
in a true proposition is more accurate the higher it is; a credence in a false proposition is
more accurate the lower it is. Put another way: the ultimate goal of having credences is to
have maximal credence (i.e. credence 1) in truths and minimal credence (i.e. credence 0) in
falsehoods; the epistemic value of a credence is given by its proximity to that ultimate goal.
This is a credal version of veritism.
How should we measure the accuracy of a credence? In fact, in keeping with other writ-
ings in this area, we will talk about measuring the inaccuracy of a credence rather than its
accuracy; but I take the accuracy of a credence to be simply the negative of its inaccuracy, so
there is nothing substantial about this choice. Now, the inaccuracy of a credence in a propo-
sition should depend only on the credence itself, the proposition to which it is assigned, and
the truth value of the proposition at the world where its inaccuracy is being assessed. Thus,
we can measure the inaccuracy of a credence using what has come to be called a scoring rule.
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A scoring rule s is a function that takes a proposition X, the truth value i of X (represented
numerically, so that 0 represents falsity and 1 represents truth), and the credence x in X that
we will assess; and it returns a number sX(i, x). So sX(1, x) is the inaccuracy of credence x in
proposition X when X is true; and sX(0, x) is the inaccuracy of credence x in proposition X
when X is false.
What features should we require of a scoring rule s if it is to be a legitimate measure of
inaccuracy? We will consider two.
First, we will require that the inaccuracy of a credence varies continuously with the cre-
dence. That is:
Continuity sX(1, x) and sX(0, x) are continuous functions of x.
I take this to be a natural assumption.
Second, we will require that the scoring rule s should be strictly proper. Take a particular
credence p in a proposition X — so p is a real number at least 0 and at most 1. We can use
p to calculate the expected inaccuracy of any credence x, including p itself. The expected
inaccuracy of x from the point of view of p is simply this:
psX(1, x) + (1− p)sX(0, x)
That is, it takes the inaccuracy of x when X is true — namely, sX(1, x) — and weights it by p,
since p is a credence in X; and it takes the inaccuracy of x when X is false — namely, sX(0, x)
— and weights it by (1− p), which is of course the corresponding probabilistic credence in
the negation of X. A scoring rule is strictly proper if, for any such credence p in a proposition
X, it expects itself to have lowest inaccuracy out of all the possible credences in X. That gives
us the following principle:
Strict Propriety For any proposition X and any 0 ≤ p ≤ 1,
psX(1, x) + (1− p)sX(0, x)
is minimized uniquely, as a function of x, at p = x.
This demand has been justified in various ways: see (Gibbard, 2008), (Joyce, 2009), or (Pet-
tigrew, 2016, Chapters 3 and 4). Let me briefly sketch Joyce’s argument for Strict Propriety.
Suppose you are a veritist about credences: that is, you hold that the sole fundamental source
of epistemic value for credences is their accuracy; and you hold that facts about the ratio-
nality of a credal state are determined by facts about its epistemic value. Then reason as
follows: Let X be a proposition and p a credence. Then, intuitively, there is evidence you
might receive to which the unique rational response is to set your credence in X to p. For
instance, you might learn with certainty that the objective chance of X is p. Or your most
revered epistemic guru might whisper in your ear that she has credence p in X. Suppose
you do receive this evidence; and suppose that you do set your credence in X to p, in ac-
cordance with your evidence. Now, suppose that, contrary to Strict Propriety, there is some
other credence x 6= p such that p expects x to be at most as inaccurate as p expects p to be:
that is, ps(1, x) + (1− p)s(0, x) ≤ ps(1, p) + (1− p)s(0, p). Then, from the point of view of
veritism, there would be nothing epistemically reprehensible were you to switch from your
current credence p in X to a credence of x in X without obtaining any new evidence in the
meantime. After all, we typically think that it is rationally permissible to adopt an option
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that you currently expect to be at most as bad as your current situation. And, by hypothesis,
p expects credence x in X to be at most as inaccurate — and thus, by veritism, at most as
bad, epistemically speaking — as it expects credence p in X to be. But of course making
such a switch would be epistemically reprehensible. It is not rationally permissible for you
to shift your credence in X from p to x without obtaining any new evidence in the meantime;
for, by hypothesis, having credence p in X is the unique rational response to your evidence.2
Therefore, there can be no such credence x in X. Thus, in general, for any credence p in any
proposition X, there can be no alternative credence x 6= p in X that p expects to be at most
as inaccurate as it expects itself to be. And that is just what it means to say that the measure
of inaccuracy must be strictly proper.
What do these strictly proper and continuous scoring rules look like? Here is an example.
It is called the quadratic scoring rule:
• qX(1, x) := (1− x)2
• qX(0, x) := x2
In other words: qX(i, x) = |i − x|2, where i = 0 or 1. So the quadratic scoring rule takes
the difference between the credence you have and the credence you would ideally have —
credence 1 if the proposition is true and credence 0 if it’s false — and squares that difference
to give your inaccuracy. A little calculus shows that q is strictly proper and continuous.
Here is an example of a scoring rule that is continuous, but not strictly proper. It is called
the absolute value measure:
• aX(1, x) := 1− x
• aX(0, x) := x
In other words: aX(i, x) = |i− x|. So the absolute value measure takes the difference between
the credence you have and the credence you would ideally have and takes that to give your
inaccuracy. If p = 12 , every credence has the same expected inaccuracy from the vantage
point of p; if p < 12 , credence 0 minimizes expected inaccuracy from the vantage point of P;
and if p > 12 , credence 1 does so. So, while a is continuous, it is not strictly proper.
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A scoring rule measures the inaccuracy of a single credence. But the groups of individu-
als whose individual and group credences we will be assessing will typically have more than
one credence; they will have credences in a range of different propositions. Adila, Benicio,
and Cleo all have credences in H and in H and no doubt also in many more propositions
besides these. How are we to assess the accuracy, and thus epistemic value, of a credal state
composed of more than one credence? We will adopt the natural answer. We will take the
inaccuracy of a credence function — which of course represents a credal state consisting of
credences in a number of propositions — to be the sum of the inaccuracies of the individual
credences it assigns. That is, given a scoring rule s, we can define an inaccuracy measure I
as follows: I takes a credence function cr and a possible state of the world w, and it returns
2Note that it is here that we appeal to the assumption that a credence of p in X is the unique rational response
to your evidence. If your evidence merely made that credence one of a number of rational responses, we could
not establish Strict Propriety. That would leave open the possibility that another credence q 6= p in X is also
a rational response to your evidence. And that would mean that we could not rule out the possibility that
ps(1, q) + (1− p)s(0, q) ≤ ps(1, p) + (1− p)s(0, p).
3There are also strictly proper scoring rules that are not continuous (Schervish et al., 2009).
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the inaccuracy of that whole credence function at w; it takes the inaccuracy of cr to be the
sum of the inaccuracies of the individual credences that cr assigns. In symbols:
I(cr, w) = ∑
X∈F
sX(w(X), cr(X))
Here, F is the set of propositions on which cr is defined; and w(X) gives the truth value of
proposition X in state of the world w — so w(X) = 0 if X is false at w, and w(X) = 1 if X is
true at w. Thus, for instance, if we take the quadratic scoring rule q to be our scoring rule, it
would generate this inaccuracy measure:
Iq(cr, w) = ∑
X∈F
qX(w(X), cr(X)) = ∑
X∈F
|cr(X)− w(X)|2
This, then, gives us our measure of epistemic disvalue. Pick a continuous and strictly
proper scoring rule s; generate from it an inaccuracy measure I in the way outlined above.
I(cr, w) is then the inaccuracy — and thus epistemic disvalue — of the credence function
cr when the world is w. Given this, we can define the expected epistemic disvalue of one
credence function from the point of view of another. Suppose cr is one credence function,
and cr′ is another. Then we can define the expected inaccuracy of cr′ from the vantage point
of cr as follows:
ExpI(cr
′|cr) = ∑
w∈W
cr(w)I(cr′, w)
When this value is low, cr judges cr′ to be doing well; when this value is high, cr judges cr′
to be doing badly. Since s is strictly proper, and since I is generated from s in the way laid
out above, it follows that there is an analogous sense in which I is also strictly proper: every
credence function cr expects itself to be doing best. That is, for any two credence functions
cr 6= cr′, ExpI(cr|cr) < ExpI(cr′|cr). For this reason, when an inaccuracy measure I is
generated from a continuous and strictly proper scoring rule s in the way laid out above, we
say that I is an additive and continuous strictly proper inaccuracy measure.
4 The Accuracy Argument for Linear Pooling
I am now ready to make fully explicit my argument for linear pooling. It has three premises.
Here is the first:
(P1) The epistemic disvalue of a group credence function cr at a world w is given by I(cr, w),
where I is an additive and continuous strictly proper inaccuracy measure.
Here’s the first thing this premise says: just as we can evaluate the epistemic value of the
credence functions of individuals, so we can evaluate the epistemic value of the credence
functions of groups. What’s more, just as the epistemic value of an individual’s credence
function is its accuracy, so the epistemic value of a group credence function is its accuracy.
This is plausible, but not uncontroversial. In many cases, we wish to identify a group cre-
dence function in order to use it to make decisions on behalf of the group. As a policymaker,
I might ask what the scientific community thinks about future sea level rises because I want
to decide ahead of time which mitigation strategies I should deploy. But we might also want
to use it to say how the group, as a collective, represents the world. Plausibly, that’s what
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we’re interested in when we ask about the authorship of Hamlet. We want to know some-
thing about how the scholarly community represents part of the world. Does that commu-
nity think it most likely that Shakespeare wrote Hamlet, or that Edward de Vere did? Now,
we know that individual credences play a dual role: they guide actions; but they also encode
a representation of the world. Individual credences encode an individual’s representation of
the world; and that’s why they have epistemic value, and why their epistemic value is their
accuracy. The first thing that this first premise says is that group credences may also have
this dual role: they guide the actions of that group; but they also encode facts about how
that group represents the world. And, because of this, they have epistemic value as well
as pragmatic value; and, moreover, their epistemic value is accuracy. The second thing that
this premise says: the accuracy of group credence functions should be measured in the same
way as the accuracy of individual credences; that is, by using an additive and continuous
strictly proper inaccuracy measure. Now, it is worth noting that we will assume that, while
individuals may disagree on the inaccuracy measure they use to give their own inaccuracy
and the inaccuracy of other individuals, they all agree on the measure they use to give the
inaccuracy of the group credence function. That is, while they might differ on the way in
which they value inaccuracy for themselves and others like them, when it comes to the inac-
curacy of a group credence, they agree on how to value its accuracy; and that agreement is
recorded in a single additive and continuous strictly proper inaccuracy measure.
The second premise of the argument is this:
(P2) If, by the lights of every individual in a group, the expected epistemic value of one cre-
dence function is higher than the expected epistemic value of another credence func-
tion, then the latter cannot be the credence function of that group.
This premise belongs to a familiar family of claims about group attitudes. We might call
these unanimity preservation principles. They all say that, while the individuals in the group
will doubtless disagree on many things, when they agree about a certain sort of judgment
and speak with one voice about it, their stance on that judgement should be respected in our
account of their group attitude.
Recall our example from the start of the paper. Adila had credence 0.2 in H; Benicio
had 0.4; and Cleo had 0.5. Suppose I had then presented an account of group credences on
which the group credence of Adila-Benicio-Cleo is 0.1. You would likely have found this
strange. Part of this reaction, I think, is fuelled by a unanimity preservation principle: since
all individuals agree that H is at least 20% likely and at most 50% likely, the group credence
should also agree with this — a group credence of 0.1 in H does not.
But such principles must be handled with care. For instance, suppose we were to take the
group credence in H to be 0.21. There doesn’t seem to be anything troubling about that. And
yet Adila, Benicio, and Cleo all agree that H is not 21% likely. This refutes the most general
unanimity preservation principle, which says that, if each individual’s credence function
has a particular property, then the group credence function should also have that property.
From this principle, it would follow that the group credence function must be the credence
function of one of the individuals in the group — and that seems an extremely implausible
demand.
So, if we accept (P2), it cannot be because we think it is always the case that, when the
individuals speak with one voice, the group that they form should speak with that voice
too. Nonetheless, (P2) seems very plausible. The group credence function is something put
forward by the group as a summary of their diverse views. And it is answerable only to
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them. Thus, if they all judge one credence function to be better than another, the latter could
not possibly be the credence function they put forward as their collective view. And that is
what (P2) says.
Note also that (P2) is a very natural application, in the epistemic case, of a principle
that is very plausible in the practical case. Suppose that there are two mitigation strategies
we might deploy against rising sea levels. And suppose that Adila, Benicio, and Cleo share
exactly the same utility function, even though they differ in their credence function. Suppose
that, from the vantage point of Adila’s credence function, the expected utility of the first
mitigation strategy is greater than the expected utility of the second. Suppose further that
this is true from the vantage point of Benicio’s credence function as well, and also from the
vantage point of Cleo’s credence function. That is, all three assign a higher expected utility
to the first than to the second. That is, each of the three would, as good expected utility
maximisers, choose the first over the second given the choice. Then it would seem bizarre to
say that the group prefers the second to the first! And it would seem bizarre to say that the
group endorses deploying the second strategy instead of the first. (P2) says the same in the
epistemic case: if all three scientists agree on their ranking of two credence functions, then
the group’s ranking should agree; and the group credence function should not be outranked
by some other credence function in the group’s ranking.
Now, it is worth noting that, if we were to represent our agents’ doxastic states as full
beliefs, rather than as credences, the unanimity preservation principle just sketched would
be more controversial. In that case, because of the Discursive Dilemma and related problems,
it is difficult to give an account of group beliefs and group preferences that respects such
a unanimity preservation principle (Pettit, 2007, 197-8).4 For instance, suppose we form
group beliefs by a process of majority rule: that is, a group believes a proposition just in
case a majority of its members believe that proposition. And suppose that we have a trio
of policymakers, A, B, and C, all of whom will prefer option a to option b iff they believe
each of the propositions X, Y, and Z; otherwise, they will prefer b to a. And suppose that A
believes X, Y, but not Z; B believes X, Z, but not Y; and C believes Y, Z, but not X. So the
group believes X, Y, and Z, since each proposition is believed by a majority of A, B, and C.
Then each member prefers b to a, since each fails to believe one of X, Y, or Z. But the group
prefers a to b, since it believes X, Y, and Z.
These sorts of problems don’t arise in the credal case. Suppose each member of a group
has the same utility function, and the group therefore has that same utility function. And
suppose that the group credence function is obtained from the individual credence func-
tions in accordance with Linear Pooling. Then if each member of the group assigns higher
expected utility to option a than to option b, then so does the group — since the group cre-
dences are a weighted average of the individual credences and the group utility function is
the utility function shared by all members of the group, the group’s expected utilities are
a weighted average of the individuals’ expected utilities. As a result, there is no Discur-
sive Dilemma in the credal case, and thus no threat to the sort of unanimity preservation
principle that underpins (P2).
The third premise of our argument, (P3), is a mathematical theorem that acts as a bridge
between (P1) and (P2), on the one hand, and Linear Pooling, on the other:
Theorem 1 Suppose I is an additive and continuous strictly proper inaccuracy measure. And sup-
pose cr1, . . . , crn is a collection of credence functions defined on the same set of propositions.
4Thanks to Matt Kopec for urging me to address this concern.
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(I) If Cr is not a linear pool of cr1, . . . , crn, then there is Cr∗ that is a linear pool of cr1, . . . , crn
such that, for each cri,
ExpI(Cr
∗|cri) < ExpI(Cr|cri)
(II) If Cr is a linear pool of cr1, . . . , crn, then there is no Cr∗ 6= Cr such that, for each cri,
ExpI(Cr
∗|cri) ≤ ExpI(Cr|cri)
We will not give the full proof here, though see the Appendix for a sketch of the proof.
Thus, we have the following argument for Linear Pooling:
(P1) The epistemic disvalue of a group credence function cr at a world w is given by I(cr, w)
(where I is an additive and continuous strictly proper inaccuracy measure).
(P2) If, by the lights of every individual in a group, the expected epistemic disvalue of one
credence function is lower than the expected epistemic disvalue of another credence
function, then the latter cannot be the credence function of that group.
(P3) Theorem 1.
Therefore,
(C) Linear Pooling.
Before we move on, it is worth saying how the present argument relates to another ap-
proach to group credences that appeals to scoring rules and inaccuracy measures. This is
the approach taken by Sarah Moss (2011). As in our framework, we have a group of indi-
viduals, each with their own credence function. In general, in contrast with our approach
in (P1), Moss allows that each individual might use a different inaccuracy measure to give
the inaccuracy of the group credence function; however, in her argument for Linear Pooling,
she assumes that they all use the same one. Moss then seeks the group credence function
that somehow effects a compromise between the credence functions of the individuals who
comprise the group. As we have seen above, given an individual’s credence function cr and
an inaccuracy measure I, we can evaluate the expected inaccuracy of any credence function
cr′ by the lights of that individual’s credence function cr — it is ExpI(cr
′|cr). Moss suggests
that we can also evaluate the expected inaccuracy of any credence function by the lights of the
group. She suggests that we take the group’s expected inaccuracy of some credence function
cr′ to be a weighted average of the expected inaccuracies of cr′ by the lights of the various
individual credence functions held by the members of the group, and with respect to their
individual ways of measuring inaccuracy. That is, if the individual credence functions of
the members of a group G are cr1, . . . , crn, and their inaccuracy measures are I1, . . . ,In, re-
spectively, then there are weightings α1, . . . , αn such that the group expected inaccuracy of a
credence function cr is calculated as follows:
ExpG(cr) =
n
∑
i=1
αiExpIi(cr|cri)
Moss then claims that the group credence function should be the credence function that
minimizes ExpG. What’s more, she proves that, in the case in which each individual has the
same inaccuracy measure (i.e. Ii = Ij, for each i, j) the credence function that minimizes
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ExpG is CrG(−) = α1cr1(−) + . . . + αncrn(−) (Moss, 2011, 10). That is, Moss’ method rec-
ommends Linear Pooling. This is an extremely interesting result, but I think it provides a
weaker argument for Linear Pooling than the argument from premises (P1), (P2), and (P3)
given above.
The problem is that Moss’ argument assumes that we obtain the group’s expected inaccu-
racy for a credence function cr′ by taking a weighted arithmetic average of the individuals’
expected inaccuracies for cr′. But the very question at issue here is how the numerically-
represented judgments of individuals should be aggregated to give the numerically-represented
judgments of the group that they form, whether those numerically-represented judgments
are credences or expected inaccuracies. Taking weighted arithmetic averages is one method
of aggregation — it is the one endorsed by Linear Pooling. But, as we saw at the begin-
ning, there are others. But if you take the group’s expected inaccuracy for cr′ to be obtained
by these other methods of aggregation, the credence function that minimizes the group’s
expected inaccuracy will not typically respect Linear Pooling. So, Moss’ argument begs the
question against those who think that the aggregation of numerically-represented judgments
should proceed otherwise than by taking weighted arithmetic averages of those judgments.
The argument that I have presented here does not beg the same question. I make no
assumption about how we aggregate the individual expected inaccuracies of a particular
credence function to give the group expected inaccuracy of that credence function. Rather,
I appeal to a unanimity preservation principle that says that, if every member of the group
prefers credence function Cr∗ to Cr, then Cr is not the group credence function.
5 Objections to Linear Pooling: preserving independences
As we mentioned above, the second premise of our argument, (P2), is a sort of unanimity
preservation principle. And, as we saw, in conjunction with a standard account of the epis-
temic disvalue of a credal state, it can be used to establish Linear Pooling. However, it is
often objected that precisely what is wrong with Linear Pooling is that it violates a plau-
sible unanimity preservation principle. Linear pooling, as is often observed, does not pre-
serve unanimous probabilistic independence (Laddaga, 1977; Lehrer & Wagner, 1983; Wag-
ner, 1984; Genest & Wagner, 1987; Dietrich & List, 2015; Russell et al., 2015). We say that
two propositions, H and E, are probabilistically independent relative to a credence function cr if
c(H|E) = c(H); that is, if the probability of H does not change when we condition on E.
Equivalently, H and E are probabilistically independent relative to cr if c(HE) = c(H)c(E);
that is, if the probability of H and E both occurring is the probability of H occurring weighted
by the probability of E occurring. Now, as is often observed, if two propositions are prob-
abilistically independent relative to two credence functions cr and cr′, it is most likely that
they will not be probabilistically independent relative to a mixture of cr and cr′. The fol-
lowing theorem, which is in the background in (Laddaga, 1977; Lehrer & Wagner, 1983),
establishes this:
Theorem 2 Suppose cr1, cr2 are credence functions, and Cr = αcr1 + (1 − α)cr2 is a mixture
of them (that is, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1). Suppose that H and E are propositions and further that they are
probabilistically independent relative to cr1 and cr2. If H and E are also probabilistically independent
relative to Cr, then at least one of the following is true:
(i) α = 0 or α = 1. That is, Cr simply is one of cr1 or cr2.
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(ii) cr1(H) = cr2(H). That is, cr1 and cr2 agree on H.
(iii) cr1(E) = cr2(E). That is, cr1 and cr2 agree on E.
On the basis of this well-known result, it is often said that there is a sort of judgment such
that linear pooling does not preserve unaminity on that sort of judgment. The kind of judg-
ment in question is judgment of independence. According to this objection to linear pooling,
an individual judges that two propositions are independent whenever those propositions are
probabilistically independent relative to her credence function. Thus, if your credence func-
tion is cr, and if H and E are probabilistically independent relative to cr, then you judge H
and E to be independent. So, since two propositions can be independent relative to each of
two different credence functions, but dependent relative to each of the non-extremal mix-
tures of those credence functions, linear pooling does not preserve unanimous judgments of
independence — Adila and Benicio may be unanimous in their judgment that E is indepen-
dent of H, while at the same time nearly all linear pools of their credences judge otherwise.
It seems to me that the mistake in this objection lies in its account of judgments of inde-
pendence. I will argue that it is simply not the case that I judge H and E to be independent
just in case my credence in H remains unchanged when I condition on E: it is possible to
judge that H and E are independent without satisfying this condition; and it is possible to
satisfy this condition without judging them independent. Let’s see how.
First, suppose I am about to toss to coin. I know that it is either biased heavily in favour
of heads or heavily in favour of tails. Indeed, I know that the objective chance of heads on
any given toss is either 10% or 90%. And I know that every toss is stochastically independent
of every other toss: that is, I know that, for each toss of the coin, the objective chance of heads
is unchanged when we condition on any information about other tosses. Suppose further
that I think each of the two possible biases is equally likely. I assign each bias a credence of
0.5. Then my credence that the coin will land heads on its second toss should also be 0.5.
However, if I consider my credence in that same proposition under the supposition that the coin
landed heads on its first toss, it is different — it is not 0.5. If the coin lands heads on the first
toss, that provides strong evidence that the coin is biased towards heads and not tails — if
it is biased towards heads, the evidence that it landed heads on the first toss becomes much
more likely than it would if the coin is biased towards tails. And, as my credence that the
coin has bias 90% increases, so does my credence that the coin will land heads on the second
toss. So, while I know that the tosses of the coin are stochastically independent, the outcome
of the first and the second toss are not probabilistically independent relative to my credence
function.5
5More precisely: There are two possible objective chance functions ch1 and ch2. If we let Hi be the proposition
that the coin will land heads on its ith toss, then the following hold:
• ch1(Hi) = 0.1 and ch2(Hi) = 0.9, for all i;
• ch1(Hi Hj) = ch1(Hi)ch1(Hj) and ch2(Hi Hj) = ch2(Hi)ch2(Hj).
And if we let Cchi be the proposition that chi is the objective chance function, then given that I know that either
ch1 or ch2 is the objective chance function, I should assign credence 1 to the disjunction of Cch1 and Cch2 . That is,
cr(Cch1 ∨ Cch2 ) = 1. Now, given that H1 and H2 are independent relative to ch1 and ch2, it seems natural to say
that I judge H1 and H2 to be independent: I know that they are; and I assign maximal credence to a proposition,
Cch1 ∨ Cch2 , that entails that they are. Now suppose I think it equally likely that the coin has the 0.1 bias or that it
has the 0.9 bias. So cr(Cch1 ) = 0.5 = cr(Cch2 ). Then, by the Principal Principle, my credence in heads on the sec-
ond toss should be 0.5, for it should be cr(H2) = cr(Cch1 )ch1(H2)+ cr(Cch2 )ch2(H2) = (0.5× 0.1)+ (0.5× 0.9) =
0.5. But suppose now that I condition on H1, the proposition that the coin lands heads on the first toss. If I were
to learn H1, that would give me strong evidence that the coin is biased towards heads and not tails. After
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Next, we can easily find examples in which two propositions are independent relative to
my credence function, but I do not judge them independent. Indeed, there are examples in
which I know for certain that they are not independent. Suppose, for instance, that there are
just two probability functions that I consider possible chance functions. They agree on the
chance they assign to HE and E, and thus they agree on the conditional chance of H given E.
Both make H stochastically dependent on E. By the lights of the first, H depends positively
on E — the conditional probability of H given E exceeds the unconditional probability of H.
By the lights of the second, H depends negatively on E — the unconditional probability of H
exceeds the conditional probability of H given E; and indeed it does so by the same amount
that the conditional probability of H given E exceeds the probability of H relative to the first
possible chance function. Suppose I have equal credence in each of these possible chance
hypotheses. Then my credence in H lies halfway between the chances of H assigned by the
two possible chance functions. But, by hypothesis, that halfway point is just the conditional
chance of H given E, on which they both agree. So my conditional credence in H given E is
just my unconditional credence in H. So H and E are probabilistically independent relative
to my credence function. Yet clearly I do not judge them stochastically independent. Indeed,
I know them to be stochastically dependent — what I don’t know is whether the dependence
is positive or negative.6
So it seems that, whatever is encoded by the facts that make H and E probabilistically
independent relative to my credence function, it is not my judgment that those two proposi-
tions are stochastically independent: I can know that H and E are stochastically independent
without my credence function rendering them probabilistically independent; and I can know
that H and E are stochastically dependent while my credence function renders them prob-
abilistically independent. Perhaps, then, there is some other sort of independence that we
judge to hold of H and E whenever our credence function renders those two propositions
probabilistically independent? Perhaps, for instance, such a fact about our credence func-
all, the second chance hypothesis, Cch2 , makes heads much more likely than does the first chance hypothesis,
Cch1 . And, indeed, again by the Principal Principle, cr(H2|H1) = cr(H2 H1)cr(H1) =
cr(Cch1 )ch1(H2 H1)+c(Cch2 )ch2(H2 H1)
cr(Cch1 )ch1(H2)+cr(Cch2 )ch2(H2)
=
(0.5×0.12)+(0.5×0.92)
(0.5×0.1)+(0.5×0.9) =
0.82
1 = 0.82 > 0.5 = cr(H2). So, while I know that H1 and H2 are independent, and judge
them so, it does not follow that they are independent relative to my credence function. The upshot: an indi-
vidual might judge two propositions independent without those two events being probabilistically independent
relative to her credence function.
6More precisely, suppose:
(i) ch1(HE) = ch2(HE) and ch1(E) = ch2(E)
(ii) ch1(H|E)− ch1(H) = ch2(H)− ch2(H|E) > 0
(iii) cr(Cch1 ) =
1
2 = cr(Cch2 )
First, note that:
cr(H|E) = cr(HE)
cr(E)
=
1
2 ch1(HE) +
1
2 ch2(HE)
1
2 ch1(E) +
1
2 ch2(E)
=
chi(HE)
chi(E)
= chi(H|E)
Next, if we let β = ch1(H|E)− ch1(H) = ch2(H)− ch2(H|E), then
cr(H) =
1
2
ch1(H) +
1
2
ch2(H)
=
1
2
(ch1(H|E)− β) + 12 (ch2(H|E) + β)
= chi(H|E) = cr(H|E)
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tion encodes our judgment that H and E are evidentially independent or evidentially irrelevant?
I think not. If you think that there are facts of the matter about evidential relevance, then
these are presumably facts about which an individual may be uncertain. But then we are in
the same position as we are with stochastic independence. We might have an individual who
is uncertain which of two probability functions encodes the facts about evidential relevance.
Each of them might make E epistemically relevant to H; but it might be that, because of that
individual’s credences in the two possibilities, her credence function renders H and E prob-
abilistically independent. If, on the other hand, you do not think there are facts of the matter
about evidential relevance, it isn’t clear how facts about my credence function could encode
judgments about evidential relevance; nor, if they could, why we should care to preserve
those judgments, even when they are made unanimously. Remember: we learned in section
4 that there will always be some features shared by all members of a group that cannot be
shared with the group credence function.
Elkin & Wheeler (2016) try to dramatise the objection we are considering by presenting
a Dutch Book argument against groups whose group credences fail to preserve indepen-
dences shared by all members of the group. Their idea is this: Suppose that, relative to
the credence function of each member of a group, propositions H and E are probabilisti-
cally independent. And suppose that, relative to their group credence function Cr, H and
E are not probabilistically independent — that is, Cr(HE) 6= Cr(H)Cr(E). Then, according
to Elkin and Wheeler, there are two ways in which we can calculate the price at which the
group will be prepared to buy or sell a £1 bet on the proposition HE — that is, a bet that
pays £1 if HE turns out to be true, and which pays £0 if HE is false. First, the group will
be prepared to buy or sell a £1 bet on HE at £Cr(HE), since that is the group credence in
HE. Second, Elkin and Wheeler claim that the group should also be prepared to buy or
sell a £1 bet on HE at £Cr(H)Cr(E), since Cr(H) is the group credence in H, Cr(E) is the
group credence in E, and the group judges H and E to be independent. But, by hypothesis,
£Cr(HE) 6= £Cr(H)Cr(E), and if an agent has two different prices at which they are pre-
pared to buy or sell bets on a given proposition, it is possible to Dutch Book them. Suppose
that Cr(H)Cr(E) < Cr(HE). Then we simply sell them a £1 bet on HE at £Cr(HE), which
they consider a fair price. This will give the group a net gain of £(1 − Cr(HE)) if HE is
true and a net gain of −£Cr(HE) if HE is false. And then we buy from them a £1 bet on
HE at £Cr(H)Cr(E), which is their other fair price. This will give the group a net gain of
£(Cr(H)Cr(E)− 1) if HE is true and a net gain of £Cr(H)Cr(E) if HE is false. Thus, their
total net gain if HE is true is £(1− Cr(HE)) + £(Cr(H)Cr(E)− 1) < £0. And their total net
gain if HE is false is −£Cr(HE) + £Cr(H)Cr(E) < £0. That is, the group is vulnerable to
a series of bets, each of which it considers fair, but which collectively guarantee that it will
lose money. And similarly with the signs reversed if Cr(HE) < Cr(H)Cr(E).
The problem with this argument is the same as the problem with the original objection.
The fact that H and E are probabilistically independent relative to each individual’s credence
function does not entail that each individual judges H and E to be independent. And without
that, we have no reason to think that the group should also judge H and E independent, and
thus no reason to think that the group should judge £Cr(H)Cr(E) a fair price for a £1 bet on
HE. In sum: I conclude that it does not count against linear pooling that it does not preserve
probabilistic independence.
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6 Objections to Linear Pooling: updating on evidence
Our second objection to linear pooling is closely related to the first. Both concern condi-
tional probabilities — the first concerned their relationship to judgments of independence;
the second concerns their relationship to rules of updating. As is often pointed out, linear
pooling does not commute with updating by Bayesian conditionalization (Madansky, 1964;
Genest, 1984; Dietrich & List, 2015; Berntson & Isaacs, 2013; Russell et al., 2015). The idea is
this: Suppose that Adila and Benicio have credences in a range of propositions; and we take
their group credence to be the linear pool of those credences determined by the weighting
α for Adila and 1− α for Benicio. At this point, some new evidence arrives that is available
to both members of the group. It comes in the form of a proposition that they both learn
with certainty — perhaps they both learn the output from some climatological instrument.
Bayesian conditionalization says that each individual, upon learning this evidence, should
update their credences so that their new unconditional credence in a given proposition is
just their old conditional credence in that proposition given the piece of evidence. How are
we to update group credences in response to such evidence? There are two ways we might
proceed: we might look to the individuals first, update their prior credence functions in
accordance with the dictates of Bayesian conditionalization, and then take a linear pool of
the resulting updated credence functions; or we might look to the group first, and update
the group credence function in accordance with Bayesian conditionalization. Now suppose
that, in the first approach, the weights used to pool the individual’s posterior updated cre-
dence functions to give the group’s posterior updated credence function are the same as the
weights used to pool the individual’s prior credence functions to give the group’s prior cre-
dence function — that is, Adila’s updated credence function is given weight α and Benicio’s
is given 1 − α. Then, in that situation, the two methods will rarely give the same result:
updating and then linear pooling will most likely give a different result from linear pooling
and then updating; or, as it is often put, linear pooling and updating do not commute. The
following theorem makes this precise:
Theorem 3 ((Madansky, 1964)) Suppose cr1, cr2 are credence functions, and Cr(−) = αcr1(−)+
(1− α)cr2(−) is a mixture of them (that is, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1). And suppose that
αcr1(H|E) + (1− α)cr2(H|E) = Cr(H|E)
(
=
αcr1(HE) + (1− α)cr2(HE)
αcr1(E) + (1− α)cr2(E)
)
Then at least one of the following is true:
(i) α = 0 or α = 1. That is, Cr simply is one of cr1 or cr2.
(ii) cr1(H|E) = cr2(H|E). That is, cr1 and cr2 agree on H given E.
(iii) cr1(E) = cr2(E). That is, cr1 and cr2 agree on E.
This raises a problem for linear pooling, for it shows that the following are usually incom-
patible:
(1) The rational update rule for individual credences is Bayesian conditionalization.
(2) The rational update rule for group credences is Bayesian conditionalization.
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(3) Group credences are always obtained from individual credences in accordance with
Linear Pooling.
(4) The weights assigned to individuals do not change when those individuals receive a
new piece of evidence.
The accuracy argument of section 4 seeks to establish (3), so we will not question that. And
there are accuracy-based arguments in favour of Bayesian conditionalization as well. These
are usually presented as establishing that individuals who plan to update otherwise than by
conditionalization are irrational. For instance, Hilary Greaves & Wallace (2006) show that
Bayesian conditionalization is the updating plan that, by the lights of the individual’s prior
credence function, uniquely minimizes the expected inaccuracy of the various possible pos-
terior credence functions to which that updating plan might give rise, depending on the
evidence it receives as input. And Briggs & Pettigrew (ms) show that, if an individual plans
to update in any way other than by conditionalizing, there is an alternative plan they might
have had that is guaranteed to result in less total inaccuracy for her when the inaccuracy of
her initial credence function is added to the inaccuracy of her updated credence function.
Surely, though, such arguments work just as well for the group credence functions. The
argument of section 4 assumes that group credence functions, like individual credence func-
tions, aim at accuracy. If that is so, then these two arguments for Bayesian conditionalization
in the individual case tell just as strongly in favour of that updating rule in the group case.
So we have (1) and (2).7
That leaves (4). Considerations of accuracy lead us to accept (1), (2), and (3); by doing so,
they lead us to deny (4). In fact, this seems exactly right to me. To see why, let’s begin by
noting exactly how the weights must change to accommodate Bayesian conditionalization
as the update plan for group credences in the presence of Linear Pooling. First, let’s state the
theorem, which is a particular case of the general result due to Howard Raiffa (1968, Chapter
8, Section 11):
Theorem 4 ((Raiffa, 1968)) Suppose cr1, cr2 are credence functions, and 0 ≤ α, α′ ≤ 1. And
suppose that
α′cr1(H|E) + (1− α′)cr2(H|E) = αcr1(HE) + (1− α)cr2(HE)
αcr1(E) + (1− α)cr2(E)
Then at least one of the following is true:
(i)
α′ =
αcr1(E)
αcr1(E) + (1− α)cr2(E)
and
1− α′ = (1− α)cr2(E)
αcr1(E) + (1− α)cr2(E)
7See (Leitgeb, 2016) for a view that accepts (3) and (4), but rejects (1) and (2). Leitgeb notes that there is an
alternative updating rule, a certain sort of imaging, that does commute with linear pooling — indeed, it is the
only one that does. This alternative updating rule is the extremal case of what Leitgeb & Pettigrew (2010) call
Alternative Jeffrey Conditionalization, and which has since become known as Leitgeb-Pettigrew or LP Conditionaliza-
tion (Levinstein, 2012). There is even an accuracy argument in its favour. Ben Levinstein (2012) raises worries
about this updating rule; Richard Pettigrew (2016, Section 15.1) objects to the accuracy argument.
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(ii) cr1(H|E) = cr2(H|E). In this case, there are no restrictions on α′.
That is, to obtain the new weight, α′, for the first individual (whose initial credence function
is cr1), we take the old weight, α, we weight that by the credence that the first individual
initially assigned to E, and we multiply by a normalizing factor. To obtain the new weight,
1 − α′, for the second individual (whose initial credence function is cr2), we take the old
weight, 1− α, we weight that by the credence that the second individual initially assigned to
E, and we multiply by the same normalizing factor. That is, the new weight that is assigned
to an individual is determined entirely by her old weight and the initial credence she as-
signed to the proposition she has now learned to be true; her new weight is proportional to
her old weight and the accuracy of her credence in that proposition. And indeed that seems
exactly right. For we might think of these weights as encoding some facts about the expertise
or reliability of the individuals in the group. Thus, when we learn a proposition, we increase
the relative weighting of an individual in proportion to how confident they were in that
proposition initially — that is, we reward their reliability with respect to this proposition by
assigning them greater weight in the future.
Julia Staffel (2015, Section 6) objects to linear pooling on the grounds that it can only
accommodate Bayesian conditionalization as the updating rule for individuals and groups
by changing the weights assigned to the individuals in this way.8 Her worry is that, in certain
cases, the required shifts in the weights are simply far more extreme than is warranted by
the situation. Consider two polling experts, Nate and Ann. Over the course of their careers,
they’ve been equally accurate in their predictions. As a result, when I ask for their group
credence — the credence of Nate-Ann — I assign them equal weight: they both get a weight
of 0.5. But then Ann has credence 0.8 in X and Nate has credence 0.2 in X, and X turns out
to be true. When they both learn X, we have to shift the weights assigned to them in the
group credence in order to preserve conditionalization — we have to shift Nate’s from 0.5 to
0.2; and we have to shift Ann’s from 0.5 to 0.8. That is, despite his long career of matching
Ann’s accuracy, one inaccurate prediction results in a drastic shift in the weight that Nate
receives. Surely such an extreme shift is not justified by the situation. For instance, if Nate is
now sceptical about a second proposition, Y, assigning it 0.1, while Ann is bullish, assigning
it 0.9, then the group credence will be 0.74 — so, Nate’s scepticism will do little to temper
Ann’s confidence.
I agree that such shifts are counterintuitive. However, I don’t agree that this is a reason to
reject Linear Pooling. Here’s one reason not to worry about them: while a single more accu-
rate credence in a proposition that is learned might increase Ann’s weighting substantially,
it can just as easily be reduced again if she has a single less accurate credence in some other
truth that is learned later. Thus, if Nate and Ann next learn Y, a proposition to which Nate
assigns 0.8 while Ann assigns 0.2, then the weighting of both immediately returns to 0.5.
Thus, there need be no worry that a drastic shift in favour of one agent, once undertaken,
will force the group credence function to stick close to that agent’s credence function.
Another reason not to worry about drastic shifts: such shifts also occur in credences
about chance hypotheses for any agent who satisfies the Principal Principle, a central tenet
of Bayesian reasoning. Suppose I am in possession of a trick coin. You know that the bias
of the coin towards heads is either 20% or 80%. You’ve watched 1,000 coin tosses: 500 came
up heads; 500 tails. You began with credence 0.5 in each of the bias hypotheses. And you
satisfy the Principal Principle at all times. This entails that, at each moment, your credence
8Thanks to Liam Kofi Bright, Julia Staffel, and Brian Weatherson for urging me to address this objection.
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function is a linear pool of the possible chance functions, where the weight that you assign to
a particular possible chance function is just your credence that it is the true chance function.
As a result, having witnessed an equal number of heads and tails, your current credence
in each of the bias hypotheses has returned to 0.5. But now you toss the coin again, and
it lands heads. Then the Principal Principle and Bayesian conditionalization demand that
your credence that the bias is 80% must shift to 0.8; and your credence in the bias is 20%
must shift to 0.2. So, after a long run of equally good predictions, a single coin toss can
shift your credences in the bias hypotheses dramatically. In fact, that single coin toss can
shift your credences in the bias hypotheses exactly as dramatically as the weights assigned
to individuals might shift if you adhere to Linear Pooling. And this is just a consequence of
satisfying the innocuous and widely-accepted Principal Principle.9 This is my response to
Staffel’s objection.
Above, we presented a paradox: (1), (2), (3), and (4) are often incompatible. Which
should we reject? In the light of the accuracy arguments just given for (1), (2), and (3), it
seems to me that we should reject (4).
7 Conclusion
The individual credences of a group of individuals should be combined by linear pooling
to give the collective credences of the group. If the group credences are not obtained in this
way, there are alternative credences that every individual in the group expects to do better
from an epistemic point of view; that is, each individual expects the alternative credences to
be more accurate. This was the argument for Linear Pooling presented in section 4. In sec-
tion 5, we noted that linear pools of individuals do not preserve the independences agreed
upon by those individuals. But we concluded that this is no mark against Linear Pooling
— these independences cannot be judgments of stochastic or evidential independence, and
there is no other reason to preserve them. In section 6, we noted that linear pooling does
not commute with conditionalization when the weight assigned to an individual remains
unchanged after new evidence emerges. Again, we concluded that this does not tell against
9More precisely: There are two possible objective chance functions ch1 and ch2. If we let Hi be the proposition
that the coin will land heads on its ith toss, then the following hold:
• ch1(Hi) = 0.2 and ch2(Hi) = 0.8, for all i;
• ch1(Hi Hj) = ch1(Hi)ch1(Hj) and ch2(Hi Hj) = ch2(Hi)ch1(Hj)
Let Cchi be the proposition that chi is the objective chance function. And let cri be my credence function after the
ith toss. Thus, by hypothesis, cr0(Cch1 ) = cr0(Cch2 ) = 0.5. Also, I assume that cri satisfies the Principal Principle
at all times: that is,
cri(−|Cchk ) = chk(−)
One consequence of this is:
cri(−) = cri(Cch1 )ch1(−) + cri(Cch2 )ch2(−)
Thus, my credence function at any point is a linear pool of the possible objective chance functions ch1 and
ch2, where the weights are determined by my credences in the chance hypotheses Cch1 and Cch2 . Now, after
witnessing 500 heads and 500 tails, my credences are thus: cr1,000(Cch1 ) = cr1,000(Cch2 ) = 0.5. Now suppose I
learn that the 1, 001st toss landed heads — that is, I learn H1,001. Then
cr1,001(Cch1 ) = cr1,000(Cch1 |H1,001) = cr1,000(H1,001|Cch1 )
cr1,000(Cch1 )
cr1,000(H1,001)
= ch1(H1,001)
0.5
0.5
= ch1(H1,001) = 0.2
And similarly, cr1,001(Cch2 ) = 0.8.
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Linear Pooling — instead, it teaches us that weights should change in order to reward the
accuracy of an individual’s prior credences and to punish their inaccuracy.
Linear pooling, then, places a requirement of rationality on the means by which the cre-
dences of individuals in a group are combined to give the collective credences of that group.
The group credences of Adila, Benicio, and Cleo will be some mixture of their individual
credences; the credence of the scholarly community that William Shakespeare wrote Hamlet
must be some mixture of the credences assigned by the individual scholars that comprise
that community; and so on.
A final note: The argument presented here has nothing to say about the interpretation
of the weightings posited by Linear Pooling. Linear Pooling itself, but also this argument in
its favour, doesn’t even claim that the most natural way for us to calculate or determine the
group credence function is by determining these weights and then using them to produce
the weighted average of the individual credence functions. All it claims is that, whatever the
group credence function is, it had better be possible to recover it as a weighted average of
the individual credence functions; there had better be some weights such that the weighted
average given by those weights matches the group credence function. This does not require
that the weights have any natural or plausible philosophical interpretation. What’s more,
the argument presented here is agnostic about whether there are further rational restrictions
on the weightings. It provides a necessary condition that must be satisfied by any candidate
for the group credence function; but it does not pretend that it is also sufficient. There may
be further restrictions. Whether there are or not, I leave to future work.
8 Appendix: sketch of proof of Theorem 1
The proof relies on three well-known facts, (BD1), (BD2a), (BD2b), below. All three concern a
species of function called an additive Bregman divergence. For more detail on the mathematics
of additive Bregman divergences, see (Banerjee et al., 2005), (Predd et al., 2009), (Pettigrew,
2016, 84-95).
(BD1) Given an additive and continuous strictly proper inaccuracy measure I, there is an
additive Bregman divergence D such that, for any two probabilistic credence functions
cr, cr′,
D(cr, cr′) = ExpI(cr
′|cr)− ExpI(cr|cr)
That is, the divergence from one credence function to another is given by subtracting
the expected inaccuracy of the former by its own lights from the expected inaccuracy
of the latter by the lights of the former.
(BD2a) Given any additive Bregman divergence, if C is a finite set of credence functions and
cr′ is outside the convex hull of C, then there is cr∗ in the convex hull of C such that
D(cr, cr∗) < D(cr, cr′), for all cr in C.
(BD2b) Given any additive Bregman divergence, if C is a finite set of credence functions and cr′
is inside the convex hull of C, then, for any cr∗ 6= cr′, we have D(cr, cr′) < D(cr, cr∗),
for some cr in C.
Proof of Theorem 1(I). Suppose Cr is not a linear pool of cr1, . . . , crn. Then Cr lies outside
the convex hull of the set of those credence functions. Thus, by (BD2a), there is Cr∗ in-
side that convex hull such that D(cri, Cr∗) < D(cri, Cr). And so, by (BD1), ExpI(Cr
∗|cri)−
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ExpI(cri|cri) < ExpI(Cr|cri) − ExpI(cri|cri). And thus ExpI(Cr∗|cri) < ExpI(Cr|cri), as
required.
Proof of Theorem 1(II). Suppose Cr is a linear pool of cr1, . . . , crn. Then Cr lies inside the
convex hull of the set of those credence functions. Thus, by (BD2b), for any Cr∗ 6= Cr, there
is cri such that D(cri, Cr) < D(cri, Cr∗). And so, by (BD1), ExpI(Cr|cri) − ExpI(cri|cri) <
ExpI(Cr
∗|cri)− ExpI(cri|cri). And thus ExpI(Cr|cri) < ExpI(Cr∗|cri), as required.
This completes the proof. 2
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